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It was a month of milestones across the global teqball family, with progress against
all of FITEQ’s strategic priorities being achieved. Teqball was added to the AllAfrica Games 2023 in what marks a major step in teqball’s journey in the continent.
Continuing on the competition front, Nikola Mitro and Bogdan Marojevic reinforced
why they are the most feared doubles team on the planet after another dominant
display at the USA Teqball Tour event in Los Angeles. Meanwhile, the City of Angels
was home to another success story for teqball, with the sport confirmed as a part of
the LA28 Organising Committee’s Youth Sport Partnership (YSP) Agreement with the
City of Los Angeles Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners. Finally, para teqball
made further strides, with United Through Sports World Virtual Youth Festival winner
Stefan Dogaru establishing himself as a role model for the future generation.
#WorldIsCurved #StaySafe #StayTeq

FITEQ publishes latest World Ranking update
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The outstanding form of Serbia’s world champions Nikola
Mitro and Bogdan Marojevic meant they extended their points
lead in the men’s doubles ranking.

World champions put on near faultless
display at European Teqball Tour
The reigning men’s doubles and mixed doubles world champions
Bogdan Marojevic and Nikola Mitro (men’s doubles) and Csaba
Banyik and Zsanett Janicsek (mixed doubles) were in fine form
last weekend.

Yemen Teqball Federation hosts first
official club competition
Yemen has held its first official teqball club competition in the
capital city of Sana’a.

FITEQ attends key meetings in Oceania as
teqball continues to grow in the region
The International Teqball Federation (FITEQ) attended a series
of key meetings of the Oceanian Olympic family in Fiji.

Ramadan Night Teqball Championship
brings communities together through
sport
The Pakistan Teqball Federation organised the Ramdan Night
Teqball Championship 2022.

FITEQ delegation meets with National
Paralympic Committee of Chile
FITEQ’s latest efforts to grow para teqball around the world
involved a productive meeting with the National Paralympic
Committee of Chile.

Kyrgyzstan Teqball Federation expects
further growth in participation after
successful national competition
The rapid growth of teqball throughout Asia was on display
again this month, this time in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, where a
major national competition took place.

FITEQ targets long-term legacy in Peru
as part of Bolivarian Games inclusion
FITEQ has started the implementation of legacy programmes
in Ayacucho, Peru.

Teqball demonstration event showcases
young teqers at ISF Gymnasiade
A teqball demonstration led by FITEQ is providing young teqers with the opportunity to enjoy the world’s fastest growing
sport at the International School Sports Federation Gymnasiade in Normandy.

FITEQ holds series of key meetings with
Southeast Asia’s sports leaders
A FITEQ delegation led by General Secretary Marius Vizer Jr
travelled to Hanoi, Vietnam for the 31st Southeast Asian (SEA)
Games.

Hungarian Cultural Days in Mongolia
features teqball promotion
The Mongolian Teqball Federation organised a teqball competition in the capital city of Ulaanbaatar.

Dazzling doubles action delivered at
latest Brazil Teqball Tour stop
The event in the north-eastern city of Olinda was the Brazil
Teqball Tour’s second stop in 2022.

Teqball reaches next generation of
Canadian stars
This month, the federation had the opportunity to introduce
teqball at the 17th annual Umbro Top Rated Invitational Soccer Showcase Finals in Burlington, Ontario.
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